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Why study planetary magnetospheres –  Field and

plasma measurements help decipher the interior

• There are few tools available to
probe the interiors of planets:
gravity, shape and magnetic
measurements are the key
observables for the giant planets
that have no surfaces.

• From magnetic measurements,
one can deduce the size of the
dynamo region and its spin rate.
No other accurate measurement of
spin rate exists for gas giants.

• From repeat magnetic
measurements, one can deduce
the secular variation and hence
the fluid motions in the core.

• Same magnetic measurements
can be used to probe solid bodies
encountered on outer planet
missions: remanent magnetism,
interior conductivity, induction from
subsurface oceans. 2

(Guillot, 2004)



Why study outer planet magnetospheres: 2?
• Magnetospheres  are the outward extensions of the

exospheres of the planets.

•  Magnetospheric/ionospheric interactions modify the

temperature, chemistry and flow profiles of the upper

atmospheres.

• Magnetospheric/ionospheric interactions  generate aurorae

which are important source of energy into the upper

atmospheres of these planets. Energy is derived from the

solar wind and the planet!s own rotation.

• Planetary magnetospheres are spacecraft-accessible
microcosms of astrophysical plasmas (next-door plasma

laboratories).

– Magnetic reconnection, plasma turbulence, MHD dynamos, plasma

acceleration processes, wave/particle interactions.

• Radio waves from magnetospheres may provide an
alternative way of detecting and characterizing exoplanets

(Zarka, 2007)
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Planetary

Magnetic

Fields

a Mearth=7.906 x 1015 Tesla m3

b Ratio of maximum surface field to minimum (2 for centered dipole)
c Angle between magnetic and rotation axes

Comparative 

magnetospheres



Comparative magnetospheres
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Current knowledge of magnetospheres: Jupiter

Fast Rotator: Rotation period

9h 55m 29.706s

• Distinguishing
features:
– Extremely large:

Subsolar
magnetopause
between 45–100 RJ.

– The strongest
planetary magnetic
field:    4 Gauss.

– The loudest radio
wave generator, the
harshest radiation
environment, ….

– Visited by 7 spacecraft
(Pioneers 10 and 11,
Voyagers 1 and 2,
Ulysses, Galileo and
Cassini) but still poor
coverage  at high
latitudes.

Figure courtesy: Fran Bagenal
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Jupiter!s magnetosphere: mass loading

Movie courtesy Fran Bagenal,

Cassini, UVIS

•  Internal Plasma source. Io has a source rate of 1 to 2 ton/s.

- For comparison mass extracted from the solar wind is < 100
kg/s.

•Io’s torus contains upwards of 2 million tons of plasma.

•It is believed that plasma moves outward by interchange of
magnetic flux tubes.
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• As a plasma parcel moves outward

conserving angular momentum, its

angular velocity decreases.

• Magnetic field is frozen in plasma which

creates a strong sweepback of field

lines.

• The magnetic field applies azimuthal

stress on the plasma to make it corotate

(through radial current).

• Plasma extracts ~ 5!1013 W of energy

from the ionosphere of Jupiter.

Bend-back induced by mass outflow
Side View

V

Vasyliunas, 1983

Khurana, 2002



Magnetic reconnection in Jupiter!s magnetosphere
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Vasyliunas, 1983

Woch et al. 2002

Not understood, if the magnetospheric 

convection is driven by processes external to 

the magnetosphere such as reconnection with 

the solar wind or internal mass loading/unloading

processes.



Jovian Aurorae

• Power is extracted from the
rotation of the planet and re-
injected into the upper
atmosphere via auroras, field-
aligned currents and
precipitating energetic particles.

• In this picture, we see jovian
auroras and the Io footpoint
heating Jupiter!s upper
atmosphere.

• Auroras are sensed at
wavelengths from radio to x-
ray.

• 1014 Watts may be deposited in
the polar atmosphere.

• Processes are still poorly
understood, but are important
in determining the structure and
chemistry of the upper
atmosphere.
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Saturn!s magnetosphere•   Moderately strong field (surface

eq. strength = 0.2 G)

•  Fast rotator (A Saturnian day  is

between 10 h 32m and 10 h 45 m).

•  P11, V1, V2, Cassini

•  The dayside magnetopause is f

occurs between 16 and 22 RS.

•  The plasma is derived mostly

from Enceladus and consists of

charged states of H, O and OH

molecules.

•Magnetosphere dominated by

neutrals (100 times as many

neutrals as ions).

•  Plasma is close to corotational in

most of the magnetosphere and

derives its angular momentum from

Saturn.

Bagenal, 2005, Nature



Rotational signals from Saturn
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Saturn Kilometric Radiation

Saturn ring current

Gurnett et al.

2007

Energetic neutral atoms

SKR intensity period

organizes many 

datasets in Saturn’s

Magnetosphere.

But why?



Saturn!s Aurorae
• Saturn!s magnetosphere is powered

by the plasma added by the
Enceladus plume.

• Cassini has constrained the nature of
the physical processes in the
magnetosphere far better than
Galileo did at Jupiter.

• But the nature of the symmetric
magnetic field makes the system
very difficult to understand and
controversies abound on the causes
of various physical processes.

• Like at Jupiter, these ancillary
measurements are critical to
understanding the structure and
heating of the upper atmosphere.

• Continued measurements from the
Cassini “Solstice” mission covering
new regions of the magnetosphere
will help resolve these controversies.
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Uranus• Pole-on configuration at time of

Voyager.

• Only data available are from the

Voyager 2 flyby at 3.2 Ru.

• Magnetic field has high harmonic

content with large tilt (59°) of the

dipole component to the rotation

axis.

• Source of magnetic field is uncertain:

Deep interior or shallow mantle

source?

• Fast rotator (Uranian day ~ 17 h 12

m).

• Surface equatorial field ~ 0.23

Gauss. Highly tilted magnetic field
(tilt = 59°).

• The dayside magnetopause near 18

RU.

• The plasma is derived mostly from

the atmosphere of Uranus and

consists mostly of H+.

• The plasma is near-corotational in

most of the magnetosphere and

derives its angular momentum from

Uranus.

• The plasma sheet rotates around the

axis of rotation with Uranus but lags.
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•Period and low order magnetic moments

can be improved from a flyby but the source

can only be uniquely identified only from

data from an orbiter.

•Need long term orbiter for secular variation

data essential to probe the Interior.



Uranus, low energy plasma

Plasma is all H+, derived from Uranus and

solar wind.

Absence of  any heavy ions derived from the

moons (unique among outer planets).

Minimal interaction between charged populations

and the  moons because moons spend very little

time in the plasma sheet.

Plasma sheet

Vogt et al. 1987



Stable trapping environment for energetic charged particles

Electrons

Ions

Uranian magnetosphere

Lanzerotti et al. 1987



Neptune
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• Configuration of the
magnetosphere changes over the
16-hour spin period.

• Magnetic field has a high
harmonic content with large tilt
(47°) of the dipole component to
the rotation axis.

• Only data available is Voyager 2
flyby at 1.18 Rn closest approach.

• Source of the magnetic field is
uncertain: Deep interior or
shallow mantle source?

• Dayside magnetopause at 23-26
RN.

• The equatorial plasma sheet
becomes bifurcated for part of a
rotation period.

• Because the residence times for
plasma are short, the number
densities are very small (of the
order of 0.1/cm3).

• Spin period and low order
magnetic field could be improved
from flyby data but the source
cannot be uniquely identified.

•Need long term orbiter for source

determination, secular variation

measurements and precise rotation

determination.

•Triton provides a weak source of

plasma so there may be a

magnetospheric spin period slower

than the planetary spin.



Triton!s plasma and neutral torii

Richardson and McNutt 1990

Decker and Cheng1994

Surprisingly a strong neutral gas torus 

inferred from plasma observations.



Key unanswered questions: Jupiter

• How is the Io torus plasma transported outwards and
ultimately lost?  Need more data in the magnetosphere.

• Does solar wind electric field play a role in transporting
plasma? Need two spacecraft (JEO and JGO) observations.

• Is the torus plasma ultimately lost mainly through the
magnetotail? Need more data from the magnetotail.

•  How are the low-energy torus plasmas in Jupiter!s
magnetosphere heated to energies of tens of keV to MeV that
are observed in the middle magnetosphere?

•  What are the various sources of local time asymmetries
observed in the field, plasma and electric current
environments?

• What is the source of System IV period in Io!s torus? More in
situ and ground observations.

• What causes 3-5 day periodicities in magnetotail
reconnection?

• What is the structure of the high-latitude magnetosphere?
Juno will help.
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Key unanswered questions: Saturn
• What is the internal rotation period of Saturn. The high-latitude near-

Saturn orbits will provide better constraints on the high-order non-

axial magnetic field harmonics which have information on Saturn!s

spin period.

• How is the axisymmetric field of Saturn generated? Are there

secular variations in the field? XXM and Saturn/Titan missions will

help.

• What is/are the sources of rotational signals in Saturn!s

magnetosphere? Continued observations from Cassini XXM mission

will help.

• Does the magnetosphere exhibit solar cycle or seasonal changes?

Monitor Saturn magnetosphere from Equinox to Equinox. Cassini

XXM.

• What controls the periodic mass release to the magnetotail?

•  How rapidly does the magnetosphere react to the temporal

variability of Enceladus! plumes?

•  How is Saturn!s ionosphere coupled to its magnetosphere?  Is the

ionosphere and/or thermosphere differentially rotating?

• How are the auroral particles accelerated? Monitor aurorae from

Earth.

20



Key questions: Jupiter versus Saturn

• Jupiter and Saturn are thought to
have similar interiors but the
exterior fields are very different.

– Jupiter has 10° tilt; Saturn has
none.

– Jupiter has a high harmonic content;
Saturn!s field is nearly axially
symmetric.

– Understanding the reason for these
differences will lead to greater
understanding of their interior
structures.

• A powerful tool for probing the
deep interior is measurement of
the secular variation of the
magnetic field.

– Pioneer, Voyager Galileo have
provided a good baseline for later
studies on Juno and EJSM for
Jupiter.

– Pioneer, Voyager, and now Cassini
have built a solid baseline for future
such measurements at Saturn.

21

Hubbard et al. 2007

          S vs. J
- Lower mass -> deeper
transition to metallic H
- Weaker field
- Axisymmetric - why?



Key unanswered questions: Uranus and

Neptune
• What are the internal rotation periods of Uranus and

Neptune? Are there secular variations in the field? Need

New Frontiers class flyby missions in this decade and

flagship type missions in the next decade.

•  How do magnetospheric structures change with
changing magnetic field orientation?

•  What are the main sources of plasma in these

magnetospheres?

•  How is plasma heated, transported outwards and lost?

•  How is the solar wind momentum coupled to the
magnetosphere?

• How is the relatively dense neutral torus of Triton formed?

• Are there aurorae on Uranus and Neptune? If yes, how

are they generated? Future flybys or orbiters will help.
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Spacecraft and Instrument Required for Essential
Investigations:

Core Payload

• Magnetometers

• Plasma spectrometers capable of measuring mass density, speed
and temperature of dominant ions and electrons

• Energetic particle detectors capable of measuring radiation belts
and their hazard to technical systems

• Radio tracking during occultation

Desirable Enhancements:

• Fast neutral detectors

• Auroral imagers

• LF and HF electric and magnetic fields

Needed Orbits:

• For Jupiter and Saturn equatorial and polar orbits. For Uranus  and
Neptune, flybys and orbiting spacecraft. Both equatorial (to
characterize plasmas) and polar orbits (to characterize magnetic
field) required.
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Recommendations
• Near term

– A lot more can be learned with Cassini in new regions and epochs (Solstice
to Solstice, solar min to solar max). Support Cassini XXM mission.

• Longer term
– Juno mission would map high latitude regions of Jovian magnetic field and

magnetosphere from Jupiter. Fully endorsed.

• Next flagship mission(s)
– Jupiter Europa Orbiter and Jupiter Ganymede orbiter respond to the

discoveries of Galileo mission and fill gaps (better spatial and temporal
resolutions, modern instrumentation) left when Galileo!s high-gain antenna
failed. These missions are strongly endorsed.

• Uranus and Neptune
– These unique systems have been barely touched. Each should be probed

with flybys and an eccentric polar orbiter. Perhaps flybys can be achieved
within the cost cap of the New Frontiers program one body at a time. We
recommend that such missions be included in the AO for NF missions this
decade and a flagship class mission in next decade.

• Continued observations from 1 AU
– Hubble observations of outer planet aurorae.
– Support for IRTF observations and data analysis.
– Support for Radio waves and synchrotron emission observatories and data

analysis.

• Augmented research and analysis funding soon after phase II of JEO
and JGO missions commences to assure adequate science return
and allow time for development of modeling tools. 24



Reserve slides follow
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Neptune: No stably trapped energetic particle
population

Mauk et al. 1994, JGR

Paranicas and Cheng (1993)

show that for many field lines 

there is no field minimum region

where plasma can be stably 

trapped. 

Observations (see Figure on left)

confirm this conjecture.
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